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Abstract

Two different constructions of an invariant of an odd dimensional hyperbolic
manifold in the K-group !(2n-t{Ö) are given. The volume of the manifold
is equal to the value of the Borel regulator on that element. The scissor
congruent groups and their relation with the algcbraic K-theory of the field
of complex numbers is discussed.
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Sy hyperbolie manifold we will mean an orientable complete Riemannian
manifold with constant sectional eurvature -1.

1. Volumes of hyperbolic 2m-manifolds. Let !I/ln be an n-dimensional
hyperbolic manifold with finite volume vol(Jvln ). Suppose that n = 2m is
an even number. Then aeeording to the Ganss-Bonnet theorem (see, for
example, [eh])

vol(M2m
) = -C2m • X(i\;[2m)

where C2m = 1/2x(volume of sphere s2m of radius 1) and X(M2m
) is the

Euler charactcristic of M 2m . This is straightforward for compact manifolds
and a bit more delicate for non-compact ones.
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Aeeording to Mostow's rigidity theorem (see [Th], eh 5) volumes of hy
perbolie manifolds are homotopy invariants. Für even-dimensional ones this
is c1ear from the formula abüve. For ocld-dimensional hyperbolie manifolds
volume is a mueh more interesting invariant. In this paper we will show that
it is related to algebraie K-theory of the field of algebraie numbers. We will
denote by Q the subfield 0/ all algebmic numbers in C.

2. Volumes of (2n - 1)-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds and
the Borel regulator on I<2n-dQ). Let us denote by J(*(F) the Quillen
J(-groups of a field F. There is the Borel regulator [B02]

Theorem 1.1 Any (2m - 1)-dirnensional hypel'bolic mani/old 0/ finite vol
urne M 2m - 1 defines naturally an element ,(lV/2m- I) E !(2m-t{Ö)@Q such
that vol(M2m-l) = f m(,(M2m-l)).

The hyperbolic volumes vol(M2n- 1) form a very interesting set of num
bers. If 2n - 1 ~ 5 it is discrete and, moreover, according to Wang's rigidity
theorem [W] for any given c E IR there are only finite number of hyper
boHe manifolds of volume ::; c. Thank to Jürgensen and Thurston we know
that the volumes of hyperbolic 3-folds form a nondiscrete weIl-odered set of
ordinal type W

W (see [ThJ).
Theorem 1.1 together with some general eonjectures in algebraic ge

ornetry suggests the highly transcendental nature of volumes of (2n - 1)
dimensional hyperbolic manifolds. For example if the hyperbolic volumes
81, ... , Sk are algebraically dependent over Q thcn they should be linearly
dependent over Q. Of cource to check this is far beyond our abilities. The
first proof of theorem 1.1 is given in chapter 3.

For an abelian group A set AQ := A @ Q. Set Q(n) := (21ri)nQ. The
complex conjugation acts on !<2n-1 (Q) anel Q(n) providing the decomposi
tion

· K 2n- 1 (Q) 0 Q(n) = (!(2n-l (Q) @Q(n))+ ffi (K2n- 1(Q) 0 Q(n))-

In chapters 4 and 5 we will describe a different construction of an invariant

(1)

which depends only on the scissor congruence dass of a hyperbolic manifold.
This means that if two hyperbolic manifolds call be cut on the same geodesic
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simplices then their invariants -y(N12n - I )- coincide. We will prove that the
orem 1.1 remains valid if we replace the invariant ,(M2n- l ) by -Y(M2n- I )-.

This gives a completely different and more conceptual proof this theorem.
Moreover, we will show that a formal sum of hyperbolic polyhedrons

of dimension 2n - 1 whose vertices has the coordinates in Ö, and which
in addition has the Dehn invariant equal to zero, produces an element in
([(2n-1 (Q) <9 Q(n))-. The Borel regulator on this element is equal to the
sum of volumes of the polyhedrons. In a similar situation for the spherical
polyhedrons we get an element in (/(2n-t(Q) 0 Q(n))+. (The definition of
the Dehn invariant see in s. 2.2 below). This was known in dimension three
thanks to [DS], [DPS], [S1], but it is quite surprising in higher dimensions.

Theorem 1.1 together with explicit computation of the Borel regulator
for [(3(C) (Bll]) and /(5(C) ([G2]) lead to much more precise results about
the volumes of hyperbolic 3 and 5-manifolds. To formulate them I have to
say a few words about the classical polylogarithms.

3. The classical polylogarithms. Thcy are defined inductively as multi
valued analytical functions on (]I' I \ {O, l,oo}:

Lin(z):= (Z Lin - l (w) dw, Li l (z) = -log(l- z)
Jo w

Thc function log z has a single-valued cousin log Izl = Re log z. The core
sponding function for the dilogarithm was invented by D. Wigner and S.
Bloch:

L: 2 (z) := ImLi 2(z) +arg(l - z) ·log Iz] (2)

It is continuous on (pI (and, of course, real analytic on (JIl'1 \ {O,l, oo}). S.
Bloch ([Bll]) computed the Borel regulator for !(3(C) using L:2 (z).

A single-valued version of Li3 (z) that was \Ised in [Gl-G2] for an explicit
calculation of the Borel regulator for 1\'5 (C) looks as follows:

L3(Z) := Re(Li3(z) -log Izl' Di2 (z) + ~ log2 lzl· Lil(z)) (3)

For arbitrary n there is the following function discovered by D. Zagier [Zl]:

(
nB 2

k
)k '. k

Ln(Z) := Rn E k! Lzn-k(z) . log Iz[ (4)

Here Rn means real part for n odd and imaginary part for n even Bk are

Bernoulli numbers: L:~o B\/k .xk = e2;~I' This function is single valued

on ()p land coincides with functions (2) and (3) for n = 2 and 3.
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(a,bEC)

4. Volumes of hyperbolic 3 and 5-manifolds. Recall that thc wedge
square A2C of the multiplicative grou p C' is dcfined as folIows:

A2C:= C0C'
{a0b+ b®a}

Theorem 1.2 . Let M 3 be a hyperbo/ic 3-manilo/d 01 finite vo/ume. Then
there are numbers Zi E Ö satisfying the condition

(5)

such that

This theorem follows from results of Dupont-Sah [Du1], [D-S], or Neumann
Zagier [NZ] (and was mentioned later in [Z2]).

Let ,)( be a set. Denote by Z[."Y] the free abelian group generated by
symbols {x} where x run through all elements of .,,'<..

Let r(xI' X2, X3, X4) = Xt-
X

3 X2-
X

4 be the cross-ratio of 4 distinct points
Xt-X" X2-X3

on a line. Let F be a field and R2 (F) C Z[P~., \ {O, 1,00}] be the subgroup
generated by the elements

5

L(-1)i{r(XI"'" Xi,···, X5)}
i=l

It is motivated by the functional equation for Lhe Bloch-\Vigner function
2:?=I(-1)iL2 (r(ZI, ... ,Zi,""ZS)) = 0, (Zi # Zj E P~). Moreover, any
functional equation for 122 (Z) is a formal consequence of this one (see [G2],
proposition 4.9). So R2(C) is the group of all functional equations for 122(Z).
Now set

B (F) = Z[Pp \ {O, 1,00}]
2 R'1. (F)

Denote by {X}2 the projection of {x} onto B'1. (P).

Theorem 1.3 . Let MS be a 5-dimensional hyperbolic mani/o/d 01 finite
vo/ume. Then there are a/gebraic numbers Zi E Q satisfying the condition

L:{Zd'1.0 zi = 0 in B2 (Q)0Q*
~

such that

vo/(MS
) =L L3(zd

i
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Theorem 1.3 (as weil as theorem 1.2) follows from theorem 1.1 and the main
results of [G2].

5. Volumes of hyperbolic (2n-l)-manifolds. One can define for
arbitrary n a certain subgroup Rn(F) C Z[P}] which for F = C is the
subgroup of all functional equations for thc n-logarithm Ln(z) (see s. 1.4of
[G2]). Set

8
n
(F):= Z[Pp]

Rn(F)

Let us define the homomorphism

6n : Z[Pp] --+ 8n - 1(F)e;F*

One can show that 6n ('Rn (F)) = 0 (see [G2]), so wo get a homomorphism

Conjecture 1.4 Let M2n-1 be an (2n-l)-dimensional hyperbolic mani/old
0/ finite volurne. Then there are algebraic rtwnbers Zi E Q satis/ying the
condition (n ;?: 3)

z={Zi}n-10 zi = 0 in 8 n- 1 (Q)0Q*
i

such that
vol(M2n- 1

) = z= Ln (Zi)
i

This conjecture is a consequence of aversion of Zagicr's conjecture [Zl] and
theorem 1.1.

6. The Chern-Simons invariants of compact hyperbolic (2n-l)
manifolds. The Chern-Simons invariant CS(l\,[2n-l) takes the values in
51 = IR/~. There is the Beilinson 's regulator

(6)

Therefore (21r)nr~e provides homomorphisms

For an element f E f(2n-l (Q) let J± be its components in (1(2n-l (Q) <9
Q(n))±
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Suppose that M2n-l is a compact hyperbolic manifold. Then one can
show that

where Cn is a nonzero universal constant. For 3-manifolds this was known:
see [D2] if the manifold is compact, and [Y], [N], [NJ] if it has cusps. The
proof of this rcsult will be given elsewhere. Noticc that according to our
conventions vol(M2n- 1) = r~e('Y(l\12n-l)-).

As far as I know the Chern-Simons invariants of noncompact hyperbolic
manifolds was defined only for 3-manifolds ([NIe]). So one can use the for
mula above as adefinition of the es (At/ 2n- 1) for noncom pact hyperbolic
manifolds.

7. T he invariants l'(M2n-l) and l' (A12n- 1) -. T here are two com
pletely different points of view on algebraic K-theory.

i). In Quillen's definition J<n(F)Q is the quotient of Hn(GL(F),Q)
modulo the subspace of decomposable elements. This is how elements
'Y(M2m-l) constructed in chapter 3. The construction is straightforward
for 3-dimensional compact hyperbolic manifolds: the fundamental dass of
such a manifold provides an element in lJ3 (BSO(3, 1), ::E)j tlsing thc local
isomorphism between SO(3, 1) and SL(2, C) we gct a das in H3 (SL(2, C)s)
and thus an element in H 3 (SL(C)O) via. the embedding 8L 2 y SL. It is
interesting that for compact hyperbolic manifolds of dimension ~ 5 one have
to use the halfspinor representation of SO(2n -1,1) in order to get, starting
from the fundamental dass of M2n-l, an interesting dass in !f2n- 1(GL(C)).
(It seems that the other fundamental representations of SO(2n - 1, 1) lead
to zero c1asses in J{2n-l (C)). For thc Iloncompact hypcrbolic manifolds
H2n_dM2n-l) = 0, and the construction of the invariant 'Y(M2n- 1) be
comes rather delicate, see chapter 3.

ii). Let 9r~Km(C) be the graded quotients of thc 'Y-filtration on I<m(C).
According to A.A.Beilinson elements of g"~!<2n-t (C) should have an in
terpretation as motivic extensions of Q(O) by Q(n) (here Q(n) is thc n-th
tensor power of the Tate motive Q(l); the latter is the inverse to the motive
H 2((jFl) ).

There is a natural map 1(2n-l (Q) ---t 9r~I<2n-l (C). It is expected to be
an isomorphism mod ulo torsion (the rigidity conjceture).

In the chapter 4 (sec also chapter 2 for an introduction) for any hy
perbolic manifold of finite volume M 2n-l I will give a simple geometrical
construction of a mixed Tate motif m(k/ 2n- 1) that fits in thc following exact
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sequence (in the category of mixed Tate motives):

o-+ Q(n) -+ m(M2n-l) -+ Q(O) --7 0

Namely, 1 will construct an extension in the categol'Y of mixed Hodge struc
tures that will be dearly of algebraic-geometric origin.

Moreover, it will be dear from the constl'lIction that thc IR-part of the
regulator map on the dass of Ext1 defined by this extension coincides with
the volume of M 2n- 1

.

This extension represents an element

One should have t(M2n- 1)- = ,(M2n- 1)-.

The element 'Y (M2n-l) - depends only on the scissor congruence dass
of the manifold A1 2n- 1 jllst by the construction. Therefore the invariant
,(M2n-l) - is responsible for the scissor congruence dass of the hyperbolic
manifold M 2n- 1 (see s.2.1-2.2 below). 1vloreover, thc following three condi
tions shotdd be equivalent:

a) The volumes of hyperbolic manifolds ldln
-

1 and Min
-

1 are coincide.
b),(A11n- 1)- = ,(M:;n-l)-.
c)M;n-l and A1~n-l are scissor congruent.

8. The structure of the paper. In chapter 2 we define Dehn COffi

plexes, which generalize the scissor congruence grou ps and the dassical Dehn
invariant of a polyhedron, in the hyperbolic, spherical and euclidean geome
tries. We formulate conjectures relating the cohomology of these complexes
to algebraic K-theory of C and (in the euclidean case) Lo Kahler differentials
n~/Q' Apart of these conjectures for noneuclidean polyhedrons whose ver
tices has coordinates in a number field will be provcd in chapters 4 and 5.
The crucial result is an interpretation of the Dehn invariant on the language
of mixed Hodge structures given in chapter 4.

The chapter 2 can be considered as a continuation of the introduction:
it contains some important definitions and formulations of the results and
conjectures as weil as ideas of some of constructions, but we avoid any
technical discussion.

More generally, in chapter 4 we will constrllct some commutative graded
Hopf algebra S(C). which is dual to the universal enveloping algebra of
a certain remarkable negatively graded (pro)-Lie algebra. I believe that
the category of finite dimensional graded modules over this Lie algebra is
equivalent to the category of mixed Tate motives over C (compare with
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the Hopf algebra considered in [BGSV]). In particulary this means that the
cohomology of S(C). should coincide with appropriate pieces of the algebraic
K-theory of C.

Chapter 5 starts from certain known to experts technical results about
triangulated categories and their abelian hearts. We need thcm to finish the
proof of theorem 2.5.

2 Dehn complexes in classical geometries and their
homology

1. The scissor congruence groups , There are three c1assical geome
try: euclidean, hyperbolic and spherical. In ca.ch of them one can consider
geodesic simplices and ask the following question

Hilbert 's third problem, Suppose two geodesie simp/ices has the same
vo/ume. 1s it possib/e to cut one 0/ them on geodesic simp/ices and putting
them together in a different way get another simplex?

To formulate the problem in a more accurate way we need to introduce
the scissor congruence groups.

Let yn be an n-dimensional space with one of the c1assical geometries,
Le. Y is the hyperbolic space 1lo , spherical space sn or Euclidian space EO

Any n + 1 points Xo, ••• , Xn in the space \In define a geodesie simplex
1(xo, .. " x n ) with vertices in these points. Let us denote by p(yn) the
abelian group generated by symbols {I(xo 1 ,." xn ), O'} where 0' is an orienta
tion of yn, subject to the following relations:

a) {1(xo1 , •• , X n ), a} =0 if Xo , ••• , Xn lie in a geodesie hyperplane.
b) {I (xo, .,., xo ), a} = {I (gxo, .,., gxn ), gO'} for any element 9 form the

group of automorphisms of the corresponding geometry.
c){/(xq(O), ... , Xq(n»),ß} = -(-1)lo-l{I(xo 1 ,." x n ), a} where ~ is a permu

tation and ß is another orientation of \1°.
d) :L?;ol (-1)i{1(xo, ... , Xi, ,.. , xn+d, a} = 0 for any n+2 points Xi in yn,
The automorphism groups are: the group O(n, 1) for the hyperbolic case,

O(n +1) for the spherical geometry and the semidirect product of O(n) and
translation group En for the Euclidian geomctry

Lemma 2.1 p(S2n) = O.

Proof. Points -X0 1 Xo, Xl, "'1 X2n-1 belong to a geodesic hyperplane in
S2n. Therefore {I (-xo 1 XO, Xl, ... , x2n-d, O'} = O.
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Using this fact we see that the additivity axiom d) for (-xo, Xo, , Xl, ... , X2n)

together with a) implies that (I (xo, Xl, ... , X2n), 0') = (I( -Xo, Xl, ... , X2n), 0')
and hence (J(xo, Xl, ... , X2n), a) = (J( -Xo, -Xl, ... , -X2n), a). The relation
b) for the antipodal involution is (I (xo, X 1, ... , X2n), a) = (1 (-xo, -Xl, ... , -X2n) 1 ß).
Applying c) we get lemma 2.1.

The volume of a geodesic simplex provide homomorphisms

vols : p(s2n-1) -1 IR./71,

It is not hard to see (and in the euclidean case was known to Euclid)
that the volume provides isomorphisms

A more accurate formulation of the Hilbert 's third problem is the [01

lowing question: is it true that the volume homomorphism is injective in
dimension three?

The negative answer to this problem was given by Max Dehn (1898). He
discovered that in dimension ~ 3 the volume does not separate the elements
of the scissor congruence group, becausc a new phenomena appears:

2. The Dehn invariant. This is a homomorphism

n-2

D~ : P(Vn ) ~ EB p(\fi) 0 p(sm-i-l)
i=l

(7)

Here, as usual, vn can be 1ln, sn or E n .

It is defined as folIows. Let (1,0') be a generator of P(Vn ). For each
i-dimensional edge A of a (geodesic) simplex I consider the corresponding
geodesic i-plane. This plane inherits thc same type of geometry as v n (i.e.
it is a hyperbolic plane in hyperbolic geometry etc.) and vertices of the edge
Adefine a geodesie simplex in it. The numeration of its vertices is induced
by the one of 1. Choose an orientation O'A of this i-plane. We get an element
of P(Vi ) that will be denoted as I A .

Now look at a (n - i)-plane A' orthogonal to A and intersecting it at a
certain point e. This is a Euclidian planc in all gcometries. The intersection
of the sphere in A' centered in e with i + I-dimensional edges of 1 containing
Adefines a spherical simplex. Its vertices has a. natural numeration induced
by the numeration of the vertices if J. Finally, there is an orientation aA'
of A' such that the orientation of 1ln dcfined by O'A and aA' coincides with
the orientation a. So we get an element IA' E p(sn-i). By definition

D;: (1,0:) := E 1A ® JA'
A

9



where the sum is over all edgcs of the simplex I of dimension i, 0 < i < n

Useful general references on this su bject are [Sah 1] and [C]. In partic
ular according to S.H.Sah EBP(sn) is a Hopf algebra with spherical Dehn
invariant D~ as a comultiplicationj hyperbolic (respectively ellclidean) Dehn
invariant (7) provides P(1-ln) (respectively p(En) ) with a structure of a
comudule over it. Notice that our groups p(sn) are different (smaller)
from the ones defined in [Sah]. For those groups , for example, one has
p(S2n) = p(S2n-l) .

3. Scissor congrunce class of a hyperbolic manifold. Any hyper
boHc manifold of finite volume can be cut into a finite number of geodesic
simplices (see, for example, chapter 2 below). If the manifold is compact
these simplices have vertices in 1-ln . Thereforc 0110 can consider the sum
of corresponding elements in P(1-ln ). Ir the manifold is noncompact, the
vertices of these simplices might be in the absolute fJ1-l n . However one can
introduce the scissor congruent group p(iln ) generated by simplices with
vertices at iln = 1in U fJ1in . It turns out that

Proposition 2.2 ([Sah Bi, ) The naturrtl inclusion

(8)

is an isomorphism.

The sum of thc elements of P(1ln ) corresponding to these simplices
clearly does not depend on the cutting. Therefore any hyperbolic mani
fold produces an element s(Vn ) E P(1ln )

Proposition 2.3 The Dehn invariant 0/ s(Mn ) is equal to zero.

Proof. This is quite clear for compact manifolds. Namely,consider a
k-dimensional edge A of the triangulation of V n on geodesic simplices. Let
I i be the set of all simplices containing the edgc A. Each simplex I i defines
an element I~, E p(sn-k): the "inner a.ngle" at the edge A (see above).
It follows from the very definition that JA will appear in formula for Dt!
with factor Li J~/ But Li I~, = [sn-k] = 0 in p(sn-k) because Mn is a
manifold without boundary.

For noncompact manifolds proposition 2.3 is less obvious and we have
to proceed as folIows. One can define thc (extended) Dehn invariant

n-l

D~_l : p(1l2n- 1) -t EB p(1l2i- 1) 0 p(S2(n-i)-1) (9)
i=l

10



providing that the homomorphism (8) commutes with the Dehn invariant.
NamelYI the definition of the components of (9) corresponding to edges of
dimension bigger then 1 is verbatim the same. For I-dimensional edges let
us use the following Thurston's regularization procedure. Let [(Xl, ... , X2n)
be a simplex in p(fl2n-l) .For each infinite vertex Xi delete a small horoball
centered at Xi. Denote by xi (j) the intersection point of the edge XiX j with
the horosphere. lf Xk is a point inside hyperbolic space, set Xk(j) = Xk. Then
the component of (9) corresponding to the edge XiXj is the tensor product
of the I-dimensional hyperbolic simplex xi(j)xj(i) and the spherical 2n - 1
simplex that appears in the usual definition ofDehn invariant (" inner angle"
at the edge XiXj, see above). The expression we get does not depend on the
choice of horoballs because of the following reason. Consider a simplex in
Euc1idian space IR.2n-2. Each its vertex v delines a spherical simplex and
hence an element of p(S2n-2) ("inner angle" at v). Then thc sum of the
elements corresponding to all vertices of the simplex is zero (this generalises
the fact that the surn of angles of an euclidean triangle is 1r and true only
for simplices in even-dimensional spaces).

After this the proof for noncompact hyperbolie manifolds is the same as
for compact ones.

4. Kernel of the Dehn invariant in non-euclidean geometry aod
!(2n-dÖ) 0 Q .

Conject ure 2.4 There are canonical injective homomorphisms

!(erD~~_l 0 Q Y (K2n-dQ) ® Q(n) )-

S - +!(erD2n_1 ® Q Y (I(2n-dQ) 0 Q(n))

such that the jollowing diagrams are commutative:

!(erD!fn-l 0 Q -----. (1(zn-dÖ) 0Q(n))-,

/
!(erD~n-l 0 Q -----" (K2n- 1(Q) 0Q(n))+,

IR./71
11



Let p(1l2n- 1 , Q) (respectively p(S(2n-l), Q) be the su bgroup of the hy
perbolic (resp. spherical) scissor congrucnce group generated by the sim
plices defined over Q (i.c. their vertices have coordinates in Q.

Theorem 2.5 There are the Jollowing commulat.ive diagmms

I<erD~_1Ip(1l2n-l,~)0 Q----_l (I<2n-t (Q) 0 Q(n))-,

R/~

The proof of this theorem is based on thc following ideas:
1. A (2n - l)-dimensional non-euclidean geodesie simplex M defines a

mixed Tate motive 'Y(M) with an additional data: n-framing. See s. 2.6
below and aB the details in chapter 4.

2. The Dehn invariant also has a motivic interpretation and moreover
each element [M] E I<erD~_1Ip(1l2n-',~) 0 Q dcfines an exact sequence in
the category of mixed Tate motives:

o--t Q(n) --t 'Y([JVIJ) --t Q(O) --t 0

i.e. an element of ExtM, (Q(O)M, Q(n)M)' See chapter 4.
3. We already have an abelian category of mixed Tate motives over a

number field. This follows from the existence of a certain triangulated (not
abelian!) catcgory of mixed motives ovcr a field 11' constructed by Levine [L]
and Voevodsky [V] in which the Ext-groups isomorphie to appropriate parts
of the K-theory, and some formal arguments that use the Borel theorem, see
the details in chapter 5.

The following conjecture, I guess , express a general expectation about
the kernel of euclidean Dehn invariant. It teIls us that the Dehn invariant
and the volume homomorphism separate all elements of the euclidean seis
SOl' congruence group. Some speculations about its generalization and an
"explanation" see below in s. 2.7.

12



Conjecture 2.6 !{e7,nE = IR

5. Dehn complexes in non euclidean geometry and algebraic
K-theory of C. The next natural question is what can we say about the
cokernel of the Dehn invariant. First of aB it turns out that the Dehn
invariant in higher (bigger then 3) dimensions is only the beginning of a
certain complex, which I will call the Dehn complex. Namely, consider the
following complexes. (Here, again , V means one of the three geometries)

(10)

Here the first group is placed in degree 1 anel the differentials have degree
+1;

Remark. The spherical Dehn invariant provides EBP(S2 j-l) with a
structure of a coalgebra. Further, thc Dehn invariant provides EBP(V2i-l)
with a structure of a comodules over this coalgcbra. The complexes above
are just thc cobar complexes computing the degree n part of the cohomology
of the coalgebra EB'P(S2n-l) with coefficients in comodule EBP(7i2n- 1).

Conjecture 2.7 . There are canonical homamorphisms

II i(P1i(n)) -----+ (gr~K2n-i(C) ® Q(n))

H i (Ps(n)) -----+ (gr~ K2n-i (C) 0 Q(n))+

(12)

(13)

The following conjecture is due to D. Ramakrishnan and generalizes
Milnor's conjecture about the values of the Lobachevsky function ( see 7.1.2
in [RJ)

Conjecture 2.8 The Beilinsan regulator is injective modula torsion.

Conjectures (2.4), (2.8) would imply that in hyperbolic and spherical geom
etry the

The Extended Hilbert Third Problem. Da the Dehn invariant and the
valurne separate all points 01 scissor congruence graups?

should have an affirmative answer.
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Prob lem Js it true that the homomorphisms (12), (13) are isomorphisms
modulo torsion?

For n = 2 the answer is yes. This follows from the resllits of J .Dllpont
anel S.H.Sah(see [D], [DS1], [DPS], [Sah3)).Unfortllnately their methods use
essentially classical isomorphisms between simple Lie groups in low dimen
sions (like the loeal isomorphism between 50(3,1)0 and 5L2 (C)) and a lot
of arguments "ad hoc" that one does not see how to generalize to higher
dimensions, even hypothetieally. Their approach deal with the homology
of orthogonal groups a.nd the relation with algebraic I<-theory was quite
mysterious.

In the next section and in the chapter 4 below I will give a motivic
interpretation of Dehn complexes. After this algebraic J<-theory shows up
immediately thanks to Beilinson's conjectures about the category of mixed
Tate motives. In particularly this approach clarifics why thc dilogarithm
appears in the classical computations of volumes of geodesic 3-simplices
(see, für example, [Co] and [M2)).

6. Geodesic simplices in non-Euclidian geometry and mixed Tate
motives. In the chapters 4 and 5 I will deduce conjectllres (2.4) and (2.7)
from standard eonjectures about mixed Tate motives. The key idea is that
any geodesie simplex M in spherical or hYPcl'bolic geometry define certain
mixed Tate motive. To get its Hodge realization in the case , say, hyperbolic
geometry one has to proceed as folIows.

In the Klein model the Lobachevsky space llm is realized as the interior
ofa ball in IRm and thedistance P(P1,P2) is defined as Ilogr(QI,Q2,Pl,P2)1
where Ql, Q2 are the intersection points of the line PI P2 with the absolute:
the sphere Q, and QI, Pb P2 , Q2 is the order of the points on the line.

Then geodesics are straight lines alld so a geodesic simplices are just the
usual ones inside Q.

Let us complexify and compactify this picture. We will get (jIPm together
with a quadric Q corresponding to the absolute alld a collection of hyper
planes M = (MI,"" Mm+1) corresponding to races of a geodesic simplex.

For any nondegenerate quadric Q C [)Fm allel a simplex M = (MI, ... , M m +.)
in generic position with respect to Q let us denote by Hm((JFm \ Q, M) the
m-th cohomology group of (fJFm\ Q, Q) modulo Q \ (Q n M). This space has
canonical mixed Hodge strllcture, which we denote as h(Q l M). The weights

are 0,2, ... ,2· [m;-l] and the corresponding graded quotients of weight 2j

are isomorphie to direct sum of the Tate structures Q( - j). Such mixed
Hodge structures are called mixed Hodge-Tate structures. In particularly a
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geodesie simplex produces a Hodge-Tate strueturc.
In eomplete analogy with this a quadrie Q E (pm without points in

Rpm defines an elliptie geometry in Rpm j the geodesie simplices are just
the usual ones.

Now let HS suppose that m = 2n - 1. There is a eanonieal , up to a
sign, meromorphic 2n - 1 - form wQ in (p2n-I\Q with polar singularity
along Q. If we ehoose coordinates Xl, X2, "'1 XZ n in ~n and an equation
Q= Ei,j qijXiXj = 0 of the quadrie Q, thon

2n i -

/(2
")n ~dQ- Li=d -1) Xidxi /\ ... /\ dXi /\ ... /\ dX2n

wQ := 1 7ft • Vaet r..,J • .....:........:--..;;.~---'----"""'-,.....---------
Qn

(14)

It does not depend on the choice of the coordinates Xi and the equation Q.
Let 11M be a relative cyc1e representi ng a generator of If2n-1 (4JID 2n-1 , M).

Set

v(Q, M) = r wQ (15)J6. M

If a pair (Q, M) corresponds to a geodesic simplex S in 1{2n-1 then there
is a natural ehoice for the relative eyele D.M and v(Q, M) = vol(S). So the
volume of an odd-dimensional geodesie simplex is the maximal period of the
corresponding mixed Hodge structure.

Mixed Tate motives over C should be objeets of certain abelian Q

category M. There should be a realization funetor from M to the eategory
of mixed Bodge-Tate struetures 'fiT. According to general philosophy mixed
Tate motives ean be considered as those of mixed Hodge-Tate structures that
can be realised in eohomology of algebraic varieties. Therefore the mixed
Hodge-Tate structure h(Q, M) constructed above definitely corresponds to
a certain mixed Tate motive.

However Ext-groups between even simplest mixed Tate motives Q(n)M
in the eategory M should be quite different from those of their Hodge coun
terparts Q(n)1iT' For example, one should have ([BID

Ext~(Q(O)MI Q(n)M) 0 Q = gr~g2n-dC) 0 Q (16)

while in the category of mixed Hodge-Tate struetures one have

(17)

and the realization funetor provides a homomorphism
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that should coineide with the Beilinson's regulator (6) after identifications
(16) (17).

The mixed Hodge-Tate strueture h(Q, M) has the following additional
data (n -framing): the form wQ defines a veetor [wQ] E gr~h(Q, M) and a
generator of H2n-l (cp2n-l , M) ean be viewed as a fu netional in 9 rlih(Q I M).
(Compare with [BGSVJ).

n-framed mixed Hoclge-Tate struetures form an abelian group 1in (see
[BGSV], or s.4.2). There is a homomorphism of a scissor congruenee group
in a (2n - 1)- dimensional non-Euclidian space to 'H..n defined on generators
as deseribed above.

The next important idea is that thc Dehn invariant has a natural in
terpretation in the language of mixed Bodge-Tate struetures (theorem 4.8).
Moreover l any element in the kernel of the Dehn invariant eorresponds to
an element of Ext 11lr(Q(O)7i r,Q!(nhi r)' It is clearly of motivie origin and
henee gives us an element of (16). Therefore we get a map predieted by
eonjeeture 2.4 in the hyperbolie case.

7. Same speculations about euclidean Dehn complexes and
mixed Tate motives over the dual numbers. Let n~/Q be the Kahler
differential i-forms of the field IR

Conjecture 2.9 lli(PE;(2n - 1)) 0 Q = rl~/~

For n = 2 this is the beautyful theorem of Sydler, later reproved by
Jessen and Thorup and Dupont-Sah [DS2].

Notice that n~/Q=IR, so for i = 1 and arbitrary n we get the conjecture

(2.6).
Here is a "motivic interpretation" of conjecture (2.9). One could think

of Euclidian geometry as of degeneration of hyperbolic geometry. Namely,
consider the Cayley model of the hyperbolie gcometry inside of the sphere
Q~ given by the equation e(xf + ...x~) = xl in homogeneous coordinates.
Then in the limit e ----+ 0 we will get the Euclidean geometry in ]Rn. Now
let c be a formal variable with c2 = O. Then one should imagine that
H(Q~,M) := Hn(J!l'n\Q~,M) is a variation (01' better ta say adeformation
because it should split at c = 0) of mixed Tate motives over SpecIR[e]. Notice
that right now there is no even a hypothetieal definition of the category of
mixed motives or mixed Hodge structures over a scheme with nilpotents.
The Euclidian Dehn invariant should have a natural interpretation in the
language of deformations of mixed Bodge strllctures over SpecIR[e] similar
to the one for non euclidean Dehn invariant given in the chapter 4.
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Let DT(e) be thc hypothetical category of mixed Tate motives over
SpeeIR[e] which split over SpeeR. It is natura.l to conjecture tha.t

ExtbT(t:}(Q(O),Q(n)) = l{er(g"~K2n-i(IR[eJ) -r gr~I{2n-i(IR))0Q

üne can compute the right hand side llsing the comparision with the cydic
homology ([FT], [GooJ) and get the following theorem (130m indebted to B.
Tsygan for scketching me the proof):

Theorem 2.10 !(ef' (gr~!(2n-i(IR.[e]) -r gr~I{2n-i(IR)) 0 Q = n~/~

Therefore one should get 30 c3ononical map IfiPE(2n - 1) -r n~/~.

hope that it is an isomorphism.

3 Volumes of hyperbolic n-manifolds and contin
uous cohomology of SO(n, 1)

Any oriented hyperbolie manifold Mn, dimMn = n, can be represented as
a quotient Mn = r \ lln where r is a torsion free subgroup of SO(n, 1).

l.Let us denote by BG the classifying spa.ce of a grou p G. Set Gn :=

G X ... X G. There is Milnor's simplicial model for BG: BG. = EG./G
'-v--'

ntime~

where
EG.: G t= G2 ~ G3 t ...

The indusion j : r y. SO(n, 1) induces a rnap

j. : Br -7 BSO(n, 1)°

(Here G8 is a Lie group considered as adiscrete group). Notice that r\lln =
Br.

2. Homological interpretation of the volume of a compact hy
perbolic manifold. Now let us suppose that A1n is compact. Then
Hn{Mn) = Z. Let us denote by bn the genera.tor of IIn(Mn). Then

(19)

Further, let G be a Lie group, Cn(G): the space of continuous functions on
Gn. There is a differential

n

d: Cn(G) -7 C n+1(G),dj(go, ... ,gn) = L(-1)ij(gO'" .,gi, ... ,9n)
i=o
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Let Cn(G)G is the subspace of functions inva.riant under thc left diagonal
action of G on Gn. Then by definition

are the eontinuous eohomology of the Lie group G.
Let us denote by I(gox, ... ,gnx) the geodesie simplex in the hyperbolie

spaee ?in with vertices at points gox I ••• , gnx, where gi E SO (n, 1) and x is
a given point in ?in. Then

(I(gox, . .. ,gnx))

is a eontinuous n-eocycle of SO(n, 1) because it
a) is invariant under the Ieft diagonal action of SO(n, 1)
b) satisfies the coeycle condition

n+l
2:( -1)ivol(I(gox, ... ,YiX, ... ,Yn+l X )) = 0
i=O

Let
Vn E H~(SO(n,l), R) C Hn(SO(n, 1/, R)

be the cohomology class of this cocycle.

Theorem 3.1. Let Mn be a compact hyperbolic rrwnifold. Then

Proof. There is a triangulation

(21)

(22)

of M k in geodesic simplices Ik. To obtain it choose N generic points
YI, ... , YN in Mn and consider the corresponding Dirichlet domains

D(Yj) := {x E Mnlp(x, Yer) :S p(x, Yß) for any ß i= a} (23)

Then the dual triangulation is the desired one. (The vertices of the dual
simplices are the points Ya, two vertices Val and Ya2 are connected by the
edge if domains D(Yal) and D(Yo,J have common codimension 1 face and
so on.)
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Let rr : 1ln -t r \ 1ln . The group r acts on 1{n rreely. Therefore rr- 1(vO')
is a principal homogeneous space of r. Let us choose elements 90' E SO(n, 1)

such that 9aX E rr- 1(va). (and so rr- 1(va) = r· 9aX). Let I(9~k)x"",9ik)x)

be a geodesic simplex in 1/,n that projects onto Ik. One can choose elements

9!k) in such a way that 9!k) Er· 9aX for some 0'. Let us do this and consider
the following n-chain in BSO(n, 1)8.

"'( (k) (k))L.J 90 I"', 9n
k

(24)

Lemma 3.2.
a) The boundary 0/ this n-chain is zero.
b) fts homo/ogy dass in Hn(BSO(n, 1)8) coincides with j*(bn).

Proof. a) Let I(h~1)x, ... ,h~121X) and I(h~2)x, ... ,h~2~lX) be codimension

1 faces of geodesie simplices I (9~k)x, ... , g~k)x) that project to the same face

in r \ 1ln . Then (thanks to the special choice of elements g!k)) there is an

element 1 Ersuch that I . hF) = h~2) for all i. Further, it is clear that
these faces will appcar with opposite signs. The statement a) is proved. The
proof of statement b) follows from the definitions.

The value of the cocycle (21) on thc cYcle (24) is equal to vol(r \ 1{n)

just by definition. So theorem 3.1 follows immediatcly from Lemma 3.2.

3. The strategy for noncompact hyperbolic manifolds. Now let
Mn = r \ 1{n be a noncompact hyperbolic manifold with finite volume. We
would like to prove an analog of theorem 3.1. The first problem is that
Hn(Mn) = O. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Set

H.(G, HjQ) := lI.(Cone(BH. ~ HG.), Q)

We will show that Mn does produce an element

(25)

where Tn(s) is a subgroup of SO(n, 1) consisting of transformations preserv
ing s E {)1{n and acting as translations on horospheres based at s. (If s is
the point at infinity in the upper half-spacc rcalization of lln , then Tn(s) is
thc group of translations in the hyperplane X n = c where X n is the vertical
coordinate).
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Further, let }{ be a Lie subgroup of a Lie group G. The inclusion i :
H c....+ Ginduces a homomorphism of complexes C*(G)G~ C*(H)H. Set

By definition an n-cocyc1e in Cone(C*(G)G~ C*(H)H)[-l] is a pair (1, h)
where f is a continuous n-cocyde of G, h is an (n - l)-cochain on Hand

i*1= dh

In other words cocycles in Cone(i*) are jl1st those cocycles of G whose re
striction to H is cohomologous to zero. Choose a point x E 1in. Then
(hi E Tn(s))

is a cocyde representing certain cohomology dass

Indeed,

n

volJ(hOx , .. . , hnx) = E(-l)ivolI(s, hox, ,. ""h;"c",,, hnx)
i:;::Q

We will prove that vol(Mn
) = (Vn1 c(A1n

)),

To produce the dass cn(Mn) we have to recall some basic facts about
noncompact hyperbolic manifolds (see §5 of Thurston 's book [ThJ)

4. A decomposition of hyperbolic manifolds Let x E 1in , Denote
by r~(x) the subgroup generated by all elements of r which move x to a
distance ~ €,

Theorem 3.3 (Kazhdan-Margoulis [KM]). Therc is an € > 0 such that lor
every discrete group r 01 isometries oJ 1ln nnd Jo1' every x E 1in , r ~ (x) has
an abelian subgroup oJ finite index,

Let s E {)1in , Apart of 1in loeated inside an horosphere eentered at s is
ealled horoball. Iqn the upper half spaee realization of 1in horoball eentered
at infinity is defined as {Xn 2::: c} . Let us denote by En(s) the stahilizer in
SO(n, 1) of the point s, Let L\n(s) be a discrete subgroup of En(s) that has
a subgroup of finite index isomorphie to Zn-l allel aeting by translation on
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horospheres centerecl at s. Suppose also that ~n(s) acts freely in 1ln. Then
the quotient of a horoball centered at s is caJIcd cusp.

Denote by E(v) the length of the shortest geodesic loop based at v.

Theorem 3.4. (Decomposition Theorem). Let. Mn be an orientable hyper
bolic mani/old 0/ finite volume. Then there is 0 > 0 stich that .e- 1 [0,0] C Mn
consists 0/ finitely many components and each 0/ these components is iso
metrie to a eusp.

This theorem follows from theorem 3.3.
Recall that Mn = r \ 1ln . Let us denote by C(r) the subset of 81ln

consisting of the points e such that
a) the isotropy subgroup of c in r is nontrivial
b) the isotropy subgroup of any geodesic ending at c in r is trivial

Remark 3.5. A nontrivial element f of r prcserving a point c E 81in and
a geodesic ending at c can not stabilize points on this geodesic because by
the assumption each point of 1ln has trivial stabilizer in r. So the element
, move the geodesic along itself. Therefore thc point c does not correspond
to a cusp of r \ 1ln . It follows from the Decomposition theorem that C(r)
consists of a finite number of r-orbits. (Each of them corresponds to a cusp
of f \ 1ln ). Let us choose {cd E c(r) slIch that

(27)

The manifold Mn is compact if and only if C (f) = 0.

5. A triangulation of a noncompact hyperbolic manifold by ideal
geodesie simplices. We would like to define a Dirichlet decomposition of
1ln corresponding to the set C(r) E 81ln

1 anel then take the dual triangu
lation. The problem is that the distance p(x, c) from a point x E 1in to
c E C(r) is infinite. To define a regularized distance ß(x, e) let us choose a
horosphere h(c) for each e E C(r) in such a way that h(, . c) = I . h(c) for
any / E r. Then by definition ß(x, c) is the distance from x to the horo
sphere h(c). It is negative if x is inside of h(c). Now thc Dirichlet domains
are defined as usual:

D(e) := {x E 1in lp(x, c) ~ ß(x, c') for any c' E C(f), c' =F c} (28)

They are polyhedrons with finite number of [aces.
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For a generic choke of horospheres h(Ci) thc dual polyhedrons are sim
plices with vertices at points of C(r). This triangulation is r-invariant.

6. Theorem 3.6. Any hyperbolic manifold of finite vo/urne Mn defines
canonically a dass

such that

Proof. Let 81ln be the set of all pairs (v, e) where v E 81ln alld E is a
geodesic ended at v.

Let Tl C 81ln be the set of aB pairs (c, f) where C E C(f) and eis an
edge of one of geodesic simplices from ~onstrllcted triangulation of 1ln .

Notice tha~ group facts freely on C(f) Choose geodesics Eij such that

(Cil eij) C C(r) and

Tl = Ur. (Ci, eij)
i,j

(29)

Take a point (vo,ia) E 81ln such that Va t/:. C(r). Thore exist elements
9ij E SO(n l 1) with properties

a)(Ci, eij) = 9ij . (Va, Ra) b)9i-/9ik E Tn(vo) (30)

~al1 that Tn(vo) is the subgroup of translations). Therefore any (c, e) E

C(f) can be written as

(C, e) = 9(e,l) . (vo, eo) l (31)

9(e,l) := 'Y(e,l) . 9ij, (32)

where !(e,l) E r is defined from the condition (c, f) = !(e,l) . (Ci, Eij)
Now let HS choose a representatioll Sa in each dass of r-equivalence of

simplices from the constructed triangulation of 1in . This is a finite set {Sa}
and {11'" (Sa)} is a tr~ulation of r \ 1ln

. (Recal! that 11'" : 1ln -t r \ lln
).

Let F( {Sa}) C C(r) be the set of all pairs (v , e) where v is a vertex of a
simplex Sa and e is its edge. Each simplex Sa defines n(n + 1) elements of
the set F({Sa}). They correspond to vertices of the "truncated sim plex" Sa'
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Let us subdivide polyhedrons So on simplices ,5a ß. Dünote by JO ß"'" In ß' 0, 0,

the vertices of Sa,ß' According to (31) there a,'c uniquely defined elements
g~,ß E SO (n, 1) such that

Set

(0 ~ i ~ n) (33)

(34)c'(Mn
) := L(g~,ß"'" g~,ß) E BSO(n,l)(n)

o,ß

The boundary of chain (34) is computed as folIows. Each vertex va (50 )

of simplex Sa gives us n elements

in F( {So} ). So there are h~ E SO (n, 1) 1 choscn according to (31)-(32) such
that

({h~ (5a )} = {g~,ß} of course). So each vertex Va (Sa) produccs a chain

(h;(Sa),"" h~(Sa)) E BSO(n,I)(n)

It follows from the definitions that

ac~(Mn) = L (h;(50),"" h~(50))
Va{Sa)

where summation is over aB vertices of simplices 5a .

Lemma 3.7. Por every Ci (see (27))

(35)

(36)

(37)

L (h; (Sa),"" h~(Sa)) E BSO(n, l)n-1 (38)
Va (Sa)E{r·cil

is a cycle.

Proof. Clear.

Lern rna 3.8. The cycle (98) is the image 0f a cycle c('i) (M n) in BG(i) (vo) (n-1)

where G(i) (va) is a semidirect product 0/ a finite graup and the graup 0/
translations T (va) .
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Proof. Look at definitions (30). Each element h~ (Sa) is equal to

l' . gik . (va, €a) = l' . gij . t . (va, €a) =gij . (g;/ .l' . gij) . t . (va, Ra)

where "y E ßn(Ci) (the stabilizer of Ci in r) anel t E T(va). Notice that
g;/T(Ci)9ij = T(va) and ßn(Ci) is a semidirect product of a finite group
and a subgroup in T(Ci)' Lemma 3.8 is proved.

lt follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 that

(39)

is a cycle in
Cone(BG~i)(va). ---7 BSO(n, 1).)

Proof. The cacycle

Vn(x) = (voll(gox, ... , gnx), volJ(vo,hax, ... , hn - 1x)) (40)

represents the eohomology dass vn E H~(SO(n, 1), En(va)). The eocydes
Vn (x) for different points x E lln are (canonieally) eohomologous. Now let
HS move point x in (40) to the boundary point Va. Then the limit of value
of the component vol(l(gox, ... , gnx)) Oll thc ehain c'(Mn ) (see (34)) exists
anel is equal to Ea vol(So) = vol(Mn). From thc other hand the limit of
the second eom ponent voll (vo, hax, ... , hn - 1x) of cocycle Un (x) on the chain
Ei ~/i)(Mn) is zero. Proposition 3.9 is proved.

To prove theorem 3.6 it remains to show that there is a cycle cT(Mn ) in

Cone(BTn (uo). ---7 BSO (n, 1).)

homologous ta N . cE(Mn ) for eertain integer lV. This is a consequence of
the following

Lemma 3.10. The homomorphism

j* : H*(Tn(ua),Q) ---7 H*(Ci(va),Q)

induced by the inclusion j : Tn (uo) '"---7 CU) (va) is a tn(lp onto.

Proof. Set A := G(i)(uo)/Tn(uo). There is Hoehshild-Serre spectral se-
quence
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Further, for a finite group A and an A-module \I, Hi(A, \I 0 Q) = 0 for
i > O. Therefore

Lemma 3.10 and henee theorem 3.6 is proved.

7. c(M2n-l) and H2n-dGLN(Q),Q). It is usefull to keep in mind the
following trivial lemma

Lemma 3.11 Let G ---+ G be a surjective homomorphism of groups with
finite kernel. Then it induces isomorphism on homology with mtional coef
ficients.

Let N = 2n - 1 and s+: Spin(2n-1,l) --+ GLN(C) be thc halfspinor rep
resentation. Set T2n-dv) := s+(T2n-I(v)). We will producc a basis in this
representation and aI-dimensional subgroup lJ C diag(GLN) isomorphie
to Gm and diagonal in this basis such that the following 3 eonditions hold.

1. s+ (Lie(T2n- 1(v))) is an abelian Lie algebra eontained in the upper
triangular Lie algebra.

2. It is normalized by a subgroup H.
3. The eigcnvalues of an element t E JI (Q) = Q'" aeting on s+ (Lie(T2n- 1 (v)))

by conjugation are equal to t.
For this let me remind the construetion of the halfspinor representation.

The spinor representation of the eomplex Lie algebra o(V2n ), where V2n is
a 2n-dimensional complex vector space, ean be dcscribed as folIows. Let
us ehoose a decomposition V2n = U EB IV where U and I11 are (maximal)
isotropie planes. Then o(V2n ) is isomorphie to a Lie subalgebra of the Lie
algebra of all superdifferential operators of order :s; 2 acting on the vectol'
space A"'W (which is the space of regular functions on the odd val'iety W).
To be precise, o(V2n ) is the Lie su balgebra of all Sll perdifferential operators
of total degree 0 01' 2.

Notiee that
A*W=S-$S+

where S- = AoddltV, S+ = Aevenw. Eaeh subspaee is pl'cserved by the
action of O(V2n). The corresponding rcpresentations are the half spinol'
representations s+ and s_.

Let me describe the spinor representation in coordinates. Choose a basis
el, ... , en;fI, ... , fn in V2n such that W =< el, ... , en >; U =< fl' ... , fn > and
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(ei, Ii) = 8ij . Then an element ...Y E 0(2n) looks in this basis as folIows:

where Bt = -ß and C t = -Co One has

s : ...Y 1-----7 - ~trA + L aij~i8ej + L (bij~i /\ ~j + cij8ei /\ Bej )
1:$i,j:$n 1<i<j<n

Let N C s(0(2n)) be the Lie subalgebra acting in the halfspinor repre
sentation by the following operators:

L alj6 Bej + E b1j6 /\ ~j
l<j<n l<j<n

We will denote by N the corresponding subgroup of the group GLN. The
grou p T2n- 1(v) is conj ugated to a su bgrou p of N.

Let us embed the group Gm to GLN as folIows: t E Gm multiplies a
vector ~il 1\ ... /\ eik where i 1 < ... < ik by t if i 1 = 1 and by 1 otherwise.
This is the subgroup H. Let P be the semidirect product of the groups H
and N.

Let us denote by c(M2n-l) the image of c(NI 2n- 1 ) under the composition
of natural homomorphisms

"+ , -H 2n- 1 (SO(2n - 1, 1), T2n- 1(v); Q) ~ fI2n- 1 (G LN(C), T2n - 1 (v); Q) -----7

H2n- 1 (GLN(C), P(Q); Q)

The second arrow is provided by a conjugation in GLN(Q). Let P(Q) be
the group of Q-points of P.

Lemma 3.12 a) Let M2n-l be a compact hyperbolic manifold. Then (see
19)

j.(b2n-t} E Hn (SO(2n - 1,I)(Q),IZ)

b)Let M 2n- 1 be a noncompact hype7"bolic nwnifold. Then

Proof According to Weil's rigidity, sec 6.6, 6.7, 7.13 in [Ra], the subgroup
r E SO(2n - 1,1) is conjugate to a subgroup whose entries are algebraic
numbers.
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There is the usual exact sequence of cone:

... ~ H2n- 1(P(Q)j Q)~ 1f2n- 1(GLN(Ö);Q) ~ 1J2n-dGLN(Ö) , P(Q);Q)

~ H2n- 2(P(Q); Q)~ Hzn-z(GLN(Q); Q) (41)

Theorem 3.13. There exists an element c(iV1 Zn- 1
) E H2n-dGLN(Q); Q)

such that c(MZn- 1) = e.c(MZn- 1).

Proof. It follows from
Proposition 3.14. i. : H.(P(Q)jQ) ~ 11.(GLN(Q)jQ) is injective.
Proof. Recall that P = H . N where 11 is thc diagonal part of P and

N is the unipotent one. Notice that II(Q) =Q•.

Lemma 3.15. The natural map H.(II(Q); Q) ~ II.(P(Ö)j Q) is an isomor
phism.

Proof. There is thc Serre-Hochshild spectral sequence

For a number field F the group N(F) is isomorphie to the additive group
of a finite dimensional Q-vector space F(F). So flq(N(F), Q) ~ AtV(F).
Further l any integer n E Q. = H(Q) aets on I1q(N,Q) by multiplication
on nq. Therefore If.(H(Q), IIq(N(Q)jQ)) is anihilated by multiplieation on
nq - 1.

This is a particular case of the following general fact (Proposition 5.4 in
(M]): let G be a group and V is aG-module. Then the action of any element
9 E G on G by conjugation and on \f via the G-module strueture induces
the identity map on H.(G I V). Lemma 3.15 is provcd.

To complete the proof of the proposition 3.14 consider the homomor-
- - - - - det-

phism det : GLN(Q) ~ Q•. Notice that Q>I< = lI(Q) ~ GLN(Q) ---+ Q. is
given by x f-4 x k for a certain positive integer k. Thereforc its composi
tion with H>I«H(Q)j Q)~ H.(GLN(Q); Q)~ H*(Q>I<j Q) is injective. The
proposition is proved.

8. The spinor representation and the Pfaffian. The supertrace Str in
thc spinor representation S = S+ EB 5- is defined as folIows:

Str := TrIS+ - TrIS_ Le. Str(A):= Trs+(A) - Trs_ (A)
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There is a remarkable invariant polynomial of degree 11. on the Lie algebra
0(211.): the Pfaffian. Hs restrietion to the Cartan subalgebra (t 1, ... , tn) I

ei 1------7 ti ei, Ii t-----+ - ti fi is given by form ula P f (t I, ... , tn) = t1 ..... tn. For a
skewsymmetric 2n X 2n matrix A one has P f(A)2 = (-l)ndet(A).

Proposition 3.16 The invariant polynominl A 1------7 (_1)n(n-l)/2 n ! x
P f(A) on 0(211.) is equal to the restriction of the invariant polynomial A 1------7

Str(An) in the spinor representation.
Proof. Let us compute the restrietion of the invariant polynomial

Str (An) in the spinor representation to thc Cartan su balgcbra ei 1------7 tiei, Ii 1------7

-t'f'I I

We will get

lndeed, it is easy to see that the supertracc of thc superdifferential operator
c. c. f) f). O·f d ( 1)n(n-l)/2 "f -~Il 1\ ... 1\ ~lm Cl 1\ ... 1\ Ci m IS Im< 11. an - n. I m - n.

Consider the involution a of the Lie algebra 0(211., C) which corresponds
to the involution interchanging the "horns" of the Dynkin diagram, whose
involutive subalgebra is 0(211. - 1, C).

Lemma 3.17 The involution a of the Lie algebra 0(211., C) interchanges
the halfspinor representations.

Proof. The halfspinor representation is thc fundamental representation
corresponding to a vertex of a "horn".

9. The Lobaehevsky elass V2n-l E lI;n-l (50(211. - 1,1), IR) ean be
obtained by restrietion of the Borel class in the halfspinor repre
sentation. Recall that for a Lie group G with maximal compact subgroup
!( one has the Van Est isomorphism

!f;(G, IR) = H*(LieG, Lief()

(On the right we have the relative Lie algebra cohomology). From the other
hand

H*(LieG, Lie!<) = H*(LieG 0B C, Lie!{ 0a C)

Let us suppose that !{ = GU where a is an involution of the group G, (i.e.
G, I<, a) is an involutive pair). Let Ge (resp !(e) be the complex Lie group
corresponding to LieG 0a C (resp Lie!( 0R C). Then !(e is the fixed point
set of an involution ac of the complex Lie group Ge. Finally, let G u be the
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maximal eompact subgroup of Ge. Then there is an involution U u of G u

such that [( = G~u. In this situation on has the isomorphism

which is funetorial with respect to the maps of the symmetrie pairs.
For example when G = Spin(2n - 1,1) one has !( = Spin(2n - 1),

Cu = Spin(2n) and

H; (Spin(2n - 1, 1),~) = H; (SO (2n - I, 1), R) = H;op(s2n-l, IR)

So there is just one (up to a sealar) nontrivial eontinuous eohomology dass
of the Lie grou p SO (2n -1, 1). Such a dass V2n-l was prod uced in s.2 above.
We will call it the Lobachevsky dass.

Similarly

where b2i-l E H;i-l(GLN(C),JR) are the eontinuous eohomology dasses
eorresponding to the primitive generators B2i- 1 of Htop (U(N),71). Namely
there is canonieal projeetion p : U(N) --7 S2N-l C CN and B2N-l :=
p*[S2N-l]. Further, the restrietion map H 2i - 1(U(l\l), 7l) ---t H 2i- 1(U(i),71)
sends B2i-l to thc deseribed abovc generator. I will eall them the Borel
classes. (Borel [B02] used a different normalisation of these classes).

Theorem 3.18. Let s+ : Spin(2n - 1,1) ---7 Aut(S+) be the hal/spinor
representation. Then the restnetion 0/ the Borel dass b2n- 1 is proportional
to the Lobaehevsky dass: s:+b2n - 1 = e· V2n-l, e f:. O.

Proof. We will need the following 3 symmetrie pairs (Lie graup, an
invalutive Lie subgroup)

(Spin(2n - 1,1), Spin(2n - 1)), (Spin(2n, C), Spin(2n - 1, C)),

(Spin(2n), Spin(2n - 1))

We start with the half spinar representatian provicling us with a morphism
of symmetrie pairs

(Spin(2n - 1,1), Spin(2n - 1)) ---t (GL 2n-l (C), U(2 n
-

1
))

Then we eomplexify it, getting a morphism of symmetrie pairs
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Finally restricting it to the maximal eompact subgl'otlps we gct a morphism
of symmetrie pairs

where U(2 n-l )diag is the diagnal subgroup. Thc last map is a : u t----+

(u, u(u)) where u is the involution whose involutive subgroup is 5pin(2n-1).
The projections of a(Spin(2n)) to thc first and seeond factors are half

spinor and antyhalfspinor rcpresentations. Indeed, the involution u of the
Lie algebra 0(2n, C) whose involutive su balgebra is o(2n -1, C) interchanges
the halfspinor representations (lemma 3.17).

So we get a eommutative diagram

Spin(2n) ~ U(N) X U(N)

(42)

a'
-----+

Under the map ]12 : (Ul, 'U2) -+ UI U ;-l thc primitive generator B 2n- 1 E

H t
2
o;-1 (U(N)) goes to P2B2n-l = B2n- 1 0 1 - 10 8 2n- 1

The key topologieal statement is that a'(B2n ) =j:. O. It is a corollary of
proposition 3.16. To see this let us remind that there is the Euler dass

where 7T" : SO(2n) ~ s2n-l is the natural projection. There are the eorre-
sponding dasses

and e2n E fIZ'op(BSQ(2n))

One ean identify ]ftop (BSO(2n)) with the ring of invariant polynomials
fI· (0(2n)) 0(2n) on thc Lie algebra 0(2n). Then thc Euler dass corresponds
to (a non zero multiple of) the Pfaffian. The eonstaut Cn ean be ealculated
as folIows. Set E2n- 1 = O:'n[Pf],B2n- 1 = ßn[T7>A n] where [PI] and [TrAn]
are the topologieal eohomology dasses of 5 2n- 1 allel U(N) eoresponding to
the invariant symmetrie polynomials given by the Pfaffian and TrAn. Then
Cn = (_1)n(n-l)/2 n ! . ßn/an.

Theorem 3.18 is proved.
Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from theorems 3.18,3.1 (in the compact

case), 3.6 (in the noncompaet case) allel 3.13 allel lemma 3.12. First of
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all the image of the element c(1\lZn - t ) E Hzn-dGLN(Ö); Q) in !(zn-dQ)
gives the invariant of M Zn - 1 we are looking for. It is weil defined because
IIzn-dP(Q)j Q) = Q* projects to zero in ](Zn-l (Q) (notice that 2n -1 > 1).
Further, we have an embedding

The restrictio~of the cohomology dass bZn- 1 to P(Q) is zero, so it provides a
relative dass bZn - l ' Similarly one has the relative Lobachcvsky dass VZn-l'

It follows from theorem 3.18 that <p*(b2n-d = V2n-l' According to theorems
3.1, 3.18 and 3.13

b- -(MZn-l)< Zn-I, <p*C >=

< bZn - l , <p*c(A12n
-

l
) >

Theorem 1.3 now follows from theorem 1.1 and main results of [GI] or [G2]
where the Borel regulator on !(5(F) where F is a number field was computed
via the trilogarithm. See s. 3 and 5 in [G2].

Theorem 1.2 folIows, for example, from theorem 1.1 and results of s.2 in
[GI].

Remark. The halfspinor representations seems to be the only ones
among the fundamental representations of S'O(2n - 1,1) such that the re
striction of the Borel dass to SO(2n - 1,1) is not zero. This means that
only the halfspinor representations lead to a nontrivial invariant c(M2n-l) E
H 2n- 1(GLN(Q)j Q).

10. A plan of the second approach to the main results Let us
say that a geodesic simplex is defined over Q if it is equivalent under the
motion group to a geodesic simplex which has vertices with coordinates in
Q.

Proposition 3.19 Any hyperbolic manilolcl can be clecom]Josed on geodesie
simplices defined over Q.

Corollary 3.20 The scissor cang1'uence dass of a hypeT'bolic manifald
belongs ta P (1i; Q) .

Proof. By Weil's rigidity theorem ([Ra]) 1Tt (M) is congugated to a sub
group whose entries are algebraic numbers. If 1\1 is compact let us take
sufficiently many points whose coordinates are algebraic numbers inside of
the fundamental domain. Consider the Dirichlet decomposition correspond
ing to these points and their orbits undcr thc action of the group 1TdM).
Thc intersection of n + 1 geodesie hyperplane defined over Q is a defined
over Q point. So the vertices of this decomposition defined over Q.
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If M has cusps then their coordinates are also defined ovcr Q, and the
Dirichlet decomposition with respect to chosen points and the cusps gives
the desired decomposition of M on geodesic simplices defined over Q (see
also [EPJ).

After this applying results of the next chapter and chapter 5 we get
another, more conceptual proof of the main theorem.

4 Noneuclidean polyhedrons and mixed Tate mo
tives

1. The mixed Hadge structure corresponding to a non-Euclidian
geodesie simplex. Let Q C cp2n-l be a nondegenerate quadric and

M = (MI,"" A1zn ) be a simplex in generic position with respect to Q.
Recall that h(Q, M) is a notation for the mixed Bodge-Tate structure in
lI2n- 1 ((F2n-l \Q,MjQ) and the weights are from 0 to 2n. There are
canonical isomorphisms

Q(O) = H 2n- 1(OF 2n- 1, Mj Q) --+ ~l1ofI2n-l(~2n-l \ Q, 11'1; Q) (43)

gr~H2n-l (OF 2n- 1\Q, Mj Q) --+ f/2n-1 (OF 2n- 1 \ Q; Q) = Q(n) (44)

The cohomology dass [wqJ of (defined up to a sign) meromorphic 2(n-l)
- form

(45)

has the following geometrical interpretation. The quadric Q has 2 families of
maximal isotopic su bspaces. Let us denote by O'q allel ßQ thc corresponding
cohomology c1asses in H 2n- 2(Q).

The exact sequcnce

... -t IJ 2n- 1(OP Zn -
1\Q) --+ Hlt(OF n

) = Hzn(Q) (-1) --+ H 2n (OP n) -t ...

shows that O'Q - ßQ E Imo. In fact O'Q - ßq = ±o([wQ]). So to choose a sign
in (45) one has to choose one of the ramilies of maximal isotropie subspaces
in Q.

Further, an orientation ofthe simplex M (providcd by the numeration of
hyperplanes Md corresponds to a generator of Hzn_daF 2n-1, M). There
fore if we choose a sign of wQ anel a simplex Jltl then thc mixed Hodge
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structure h(Q, M) has the following n-frame: in gr~~h(Q, NI) a vector is
distinguished: [wq], and in grl! h(Q, NI) a functional is distinguished: a
generator of H7.n-l (cp7.n-l , M).

3. Hodge-Tate structures aod the Hopf algebra 1i•. For the con
venience of the reader I will just reproduce some definitions from [BGSV].
Let us call a Hodge-Tate structure a mixed Q Bodge structure with weight
factors isomorphie to Q(k). Say that Ir is n-framed Hodge-Tate structure
if it is supplied with a non zero vector in gr!i:Ji and a nonzero functional in
grl! H. Consider the coarsest equivalence relation on the set of all n-framed
Bodge-Tate structures for which 111 r'V H 2 if therc is a map fI1 --+ H7. corn
patible with frames. For example any n-framed Hodge-Tate structure is
equivalent to a one H with W-2H = 0, lV2n1/ = H. Let 1in be the set of
equivalence dasses.

One may introduce on 1in the structure of an abelian group as follows.
For [H1], [H2] E 1in a vector in gr~(lll EB H7.) will be the one whose com
ponents are distinguished vectors in gr~~Hl and gr~H2'

The frarnes in gr'r]' Hi define the maps gr~i'(lJ 1 EB H7.) --+ /Z.(O) EB Z(O). Its
composition with the sllm map Z(O) EB Z(O) --+ Z(O) will bc a distinguished
functional in g,.[i H.

Let -[H] be the dass of H in which the frame in gr~~H is multiplied by
-1. (We will get the same dass multiplying by -1 the functional in grl! H).

The tensor product of mixed Hodge structlll'CS induces thc commutative
multiplication

/-l : 1lk ® 1lt --+ 1lk+t

Let us define the cornultiplication

v = EB Vkt: 1ln --+ EB 1lk 0 1ie
k+l=n k+l=n

Let [H] C 1in , and (un , 10) is a framing for 11 : Vn E gr~H, /0 E
(grf!1/)*. Let R C gr':J1{ be the lattice and R· c (gr~II)· is the dual one.
Define homomorphisms

<p : R --+ 1ik, 1/J : R'" --+ 1in-k

Narnely, for x E R (rcsp. y E R*), <p(x) (resp. 7P(Y)) is the dass of the
mixed Hodge structure H with framing (x, /0) (resp. (unI V)).

Let {ei}, {ei} he dual hases in R, R*. Then

Vk,n-k([HJ) := L cp(ej) 0 7P(d)
j
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It is easy to see that
v(a, b) =v(a) , v(b)

Where a . b = J.L(a, b). Therefore the abelian group 1i. := ffi1in , where
110 := Z, has a strueture of graded Hopf algebra with the commutative
multiplieation J.L and the comultiplication v.

The following result is the main reason to consider the Hopf algebra 1i•.
More detailes can be found in [BMS],

Theorem 4.1. The category 0/ mixed Q-Hodge-Tate strtlctures is canoni
cally equivalent to the category 0/ finite-dimensional graded 1l.-comodules.

Namely, the equivalence assigns to (l Hodge structure H lhe gmded co
module M(H), M(lI)n =g7'~(H) with 11..- action A1(H) 0 M(H)* --t 'H.
given by the /ormula X m 0 Yn --t class 0/ mixed lJodge st7'Ucture H /mmed

by X m , Yn'

3. The Hopf algebra S(C).. Let (Q, a) be a nondegenerate quadrie
Q E QF2n-l together with a ehoiee of one of the ramilies of maximal isotropie
subspa.ces on Q denoted by a.

Let us dcnote by S2n(C) the abelian group gcneratcd by generie pairs
[(Q, 0'); M] subjeet to the following relations:

RO) If Mo n ... n M2n- 1 i- 0 thon [(Q, a); At!] =0
Rl) (Projective invariance). For any projective transformation 9 E

PGL2n (C)
[(Q, a) j M] = [(gQ, ga); gAI]

R2) (Skew symmetry) a) For any permutation (1 of the set {O, ... ,2n-l}
one has

[(Q, O')j M] = (_1)lu l[(Q, 0'); M u ]

where Mu = (Mu(o), ... , (Mu(2n-1))

b) Let ß be another family of maximal isotropie subspaces on the quadric
Q E afD 2n- 1 . Then

[(Q, a); M] = -[(Q, ß)j 1\1]

R3) (Additivity). Let Mo, .. " M 2n be hyperplanes such that Q n MI
is a nondegenerate quadric for any subset I E {O, ... , 2n}. Set M(j) :=

(Mo, ... , Mj, ... ,M2n). Then

2n+l
L: (-1) j [ (Q, 0'); M (j)] = 0
j=o
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For example, S2(C) is generated by 4-tuples of points (qo, ql, mo, mI) on
C1F I. Here by definition a = qo. The cross-ratio defines an isomorphism
r : S2(C) ---7 C .

Remark 4.2. The ordering of points anel relation (R2a) is necessary to have
this isomorphism. Moreover if we have it, the orientation of the quadric Q
together with relation (R2a) in all dimensions is needed in order to define
comultiplication ß.

Recall that there is n-framed Hodge-Tate strllcture h[(Q, a)j M] related
to H 2n-1 (Cp2n-1 \Q, M j Q) and a ehoicc of a. family of maximal isotropic
subspaces a on Q.

Proposition 4.3 There is a homomorphism 0/ abelian groups h : S2n(C) ---7

1in defined on genemtors as h : [(Q,a) ; Al] ----7 h[(Q, a); Al]

Proof. We have to show that h maps relations to zero. For R1) and R2)
this is clear from the definitions. If nAtJi =f 0 then gr~h[(Q, a) j M] = 0 and
so this n-framed Hodge-Tate strueture is equivalent to zero.

Let us prove that

2n
'E(-l)jh[(Q, 0'), M(j)] = 0
j=O

One has the following map

(46)

Consider in the left mixed Hodge structure the n-framing (wO,O) Then
it is easy to see that $rj induces map of this Hodge-Tate structure just to
the left-hand side of (46) Therefore (47) holds. Proposition (4.3) is proved.

Set So(C) = ~ and S(C). := $~=oS2n(C)

Our next goal is to define on S(C). a structllre of graded commutative
Hopf algebra.

The produet of elements [(Q, a); M] E S2n(C) alld [(Q', a'); M1 E S2n' (C)
is defined as folIows. Let V be a veetor space of dimension 2n. Choose a
quadratic equation Q of the quadric Q and a maximal isotropie subspace
ö from the family a. Denote by Mi the codimension 1 subspace pro
jected to Mi. There is an analogous data in a vector space V' related to
[(Q', 0"); M1 . Then in V EB V' there arc the quadratic form Q EB Q', the
coordinate simplex consisting of subspaces lVIi EB V, anel V EB Mf and the
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maximal isotropie su bspace ö EB ö'. The projectivisation of this data defines
a pair [(Q *Q'j 0' * ci), M * M'] .Its projective equivalence dass does not
depend on the choice of Ö, Ö' and ö, öl. By definition the product

is the dass of this pair.

Proposition 4.4. The product is well defined.

Proof. Clear [rom the definitions. For examplc to check

2n
(2::( -1)i[(Q, O')j Mi]) * [(Q', 0"); M'] = 0
i;:o

consider 2(n+n' )+1 hyperplanes in P(V') corrcsponding to {MiEBV'} U{VEB
M1} where 0 ~ i ~ 2nj and 0 ~ i' ~ 2n - 1. Then on the level of generators
the left side of (4.6) is just the additivity relation written for (Q *Q' j 0' *0")
and these hyperplanes.

Now let us define the eomultiplication

n

ß : S2n(C) -t EB S2k(C) 0 S'2(n-k) (C)
k;:O

Let [(Q, a)j M] he a generator of S2n(C), If nJ11i i= 0 then ß[(Q, a)j M] =
o by definition. Now let us supposc that niVfi = 0. Choose a data
(Ö, ä)j {Md in a vectorspace V corresponding Lo [(Q, O')j A1]. Let QI be the
restriction of the quadratic form Q to the suhspace MI . Set Öl := ä n MI

Let I := (lI< ... < t2(n-k)} be the eomplcment to J in {O, ... , 2n - 1}.
Then there is the family of hyperplanes MIt n A1I, ... , A1I ( ) n MI in MI

2 n-k

that will be reffered to as M{J} .

Further, let QI (resp. itl) be the quadratie form (resp. maximal
isotropie subspaee) iod uced in V / MI by Q ( rcsp. &). The hyperplanes
Mi where i E J induce the family All of hyperplanes in P(V/MI . Set

ß = EBk;:oß2(n-k).2k and

ß 2(n-k),2k([Q, a]; M):= E ([(QI, ö.I)j MI])0[(Q], ödj MI) E S2k(C)0S2(n-k) (C)
II1;:2k

There is also a duality i : S2n(C) -+ S2n(C) defined as follows. A non
degenerate quadric Q E (pm provides an isomorphism iQ : (Fm -+ t m .
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Namely, let x E ([]pm. Consider the set of lines through x tangent to Q. The
tangency locus is a section of Q by a hyperplane iQ(x). Let Vj = ni-:j;.jMi be

the vertices of simplex M. Set M := (iQ(vo), ... , iq(vm )). Then

i : [(Q, a)j M] -7 [(Q, ß); M]

Theorem 4.5 a) The comultiplication .6 is weil defined.
b) The multiplication * and the comultiplication .6 provide the structure

0/ graded commutative Hop/ algebra on S(C).
c)The duality i is an antipodeJ i.e. i(a * b) = i(a) * i(b)j .6(i(a)) =
t(i 0i).6 (a) , whe re t interchange factors in I,he tensor product.

Proof. a) We have to check that .62k,2(n-k) takes relations RO)-R3) to zero.
This is obvious for Rl)-R2) and true by definition for RO). It remains to
check R3).

It is convenient to extend the definition of .6 to generators [(Q, a); M]
with nMi t= 0 using (4.8) where the summation is over aB subsets / such
that 111 = 2k, codirnMI = 2k and MI' -=f. MI fol' any /' :> I with I' t= I.
It is obvious that then .6[(Q, a); M] = 0 because the secand factar in (4.8)
will be always 0 thanks to RO).

Now let Mo, ... , A12n be hyperplanes in (p2n-l such that QnMJ is a
nondegcnerate quadric for any subset J.

We have to prove that

2n

.62k,2(n-k)(L:(-1)j[(Q, a); M(j)]) = 0
j=O

Cornpute the left side of (4.9) using definition (4.8).The formula we get
is a surn of contributions corresponding to codimension 2k edges of the
configuration (Mo, ...M2n). Consider one of the contributions related to a
certain edge E. Let I be the set of all indices i such that E C Mi. If
111 2:: 2k + 2 then all simplices M(i) are degenerate and so R3) is provided
by RO). Suppose that I = 2k + 1. Then in the part of the formula under
cansideration the second factor in a11 summands is the same, and the sum
of the first factars is 0 thanks to relation R3). Similary if I = 2k the first
factar is the same, and the Burn of the second OIlCS is 0 according to R3)

b)We have to prove that .6(a * b) = .6(a) * .6(b) This is an immediate
consequence of definitions and the following
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Lemma 4.6.Let V = VI EB V2 , Q = GI ffi Q21 M = lV!I EB M2. Suppose
that dimVi is odd for i = 1,2. Then the element of S(C). corresponding to
([Q, 0']; M) is equal to zero modulo 2-torsion.

Proof. The transformation 9 = (-idv1l idv'l) has determinant -1 and so in
terchange connected components of the manifold of maximal isotropie sub
spaces of the quadric Q and the simplex M. Therefore

([Q, O')j 111) = ([gQ, go]; gN!) = ([Q, ß); 111) = -([Q, 0']; Iv!)

Lemma 4.6 is proved.
The coassociativity of .6 also follows immediately from the definitions

and lemma 4.4.
c) Clear from the definitions.

Remark 4.7 (compare with remark 4.2). If we omit from the definition
of group S2n(C) orientation of the quadric Q and hence relation (R2a) we
would missed lemma 4.5 and therefore would get .6(a *b) =f:. .6(a) * .6{b)

The comultiplication .6 can be defincd in terms of projective geometry.
Namely QI and M{!} are the quadric and thc simplex in lvII. To define
the second factor in the wright-hand siele of (4.8) cOllsider the projective
space formed by hyperplanes containing MI. The tangency condition with
Q defines a quadric in this projective space. Hyperplanes Mi, i E I can
be considered as vertices of a simplex in it. Finally an orientation of the
quadric Q provides orientations of both quadrics we get.

Accoding to proposition 4.3 we havc the morphism of abelian groups

h : S(C). ~ 1l.

Theorem 4.8. h is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras.

Proof. Let us prove that h commute with cOlllultiplication. We need the
following elementary facts about the cohomology of quadrics.

a) If Q E (pm is a nonsingular quadric then Hi(CIIllm\QjQ) = 0 if m is
even, i > 0 or rn is odd, i :F 2n - 1 anel 1I2n- J (CIIll 2n- I\Q; Q) =Q(-n)

b) If Qo is a singular quadric in cm then lli(cn, Qo; Q) = 0 for all i
Let us com pute

11* {(]D2n-I\Q, lvl\{M n Q); Q)
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Notice that (Q, A1) is anormal crossing divisor. Recall that for a subset
1 E {O, ... , 2n - I} we set Q[ := MI n Q. Consider the corresponding
simplicial scheme

(p2n-l\Qt". U MI\Qlt···t· U Ath\Q/
1/1=1 III=2n-l

lt produces the spectral sequence with

where 111 = q. This spectral sequence degenerates at EI (because of the
weight considerations). The filtration it induces on (48) coincides with the
weight filtration. Therefore

gr~n_k)JI2n-l(([]Ji2n-I\Q, Mj Q) = EE1 JI 2(n-k)-1 (MI \Q /i Q)
III=2k

Moreover, for each subset I with I/I = 2k there is an obvious injective
morphism of mixed Bodge structures

Recall thattherearecanonical uptoasign vectors[wQ[l E gr~n_k)h(QIlMI)'

Jf we choose signes, their images form a basis in gr~rn_k)h(Q, M). Further,
there are morphisms of mixed Hodge structures

Proposition 4.9. One has canonical isomorphism 01 mixed Ho<lge struc

tures

Proof. 8y Poincare duality

H 2n- 1 (cp2n-1 \Q, UiEIMii Q) = H 2n- 1(C1F 2n- 1
\ UiEI Mi, Q; Q)*(-(2n - 1))

Notice that
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where

and f is a eom position

(49)

Let us eompute R2n-1/t.(jM.iQlQ). A point x of the plane P(V/ Ath)
eorresponds to a plane Hx of dimension dimJ\th + 1 containing MI. Set
hx := Hx\M]. The fiber

i;Ri11. (jM.iQ1Q)

is isomorphie to Hi(hx , hx nQ). Recall that x belangs to the quadrie if and
only if hx n Q is singular. So the fiber (49) at such points is zero aceording
to b). The fiber (49) at points x E P(V/A~h)\Q]n M{l} is Q( -k) for i = 2k
and zero for other i. Therefore

and applying again Poineare duality we get proposition 4.9.

8. An analog of Schläßi formula. Ta write it I necd some facts about ge
ometry of even-dimensional smooth quadric Q. There are exaetly 2 different
families a and ß of maximal isotropie subspaces on Q (they are of middle
dimension). For each isotropie subspace f of dimension one less there are
just 2 maximal isotropie subspaces O'b) and ßb) containing it. They be
long to families 0' and ß respectively. Let H be a generic eodimension 2
hyperplane. Choose an isotropie subspace T C fl n Q. Then there are just
two hyperplanes H~ and Hf eontaining EI and tangent to quadrie Q (here

O'b) eH::;).
Let us return to our data (Q, M).Set Mij = IvJinll/lj. Choose a maximal

isotropie subspace Tij C Mij n Q. Let lJ~J' anel Il~. be the eorresponding
hyperplanes tangent to Q and containing A1ij. The llyperplanes containing
Mij form a projeetive !ine. Let r(Mi, All), H~ij' H~i) be the cross - ratio of
4 points on it eorresponding to thc hyperplanes

Recall that va(Q, M) := ft1
M

wQ is the period integral rel<üed to the
pair (Q, M) where the sighn of the form wQ corresponds to the family a of
isotropie planes on Q. Set Qij := Q n Mij. The hyperplanes Mk, k f:. i,i,
cut a simplex Mij in Mij.
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Theorem 4.10

dva(Q, M) = L V"fij(Qii' Mii) . d log r(1v1i, Mi, H~j' H~ij)
i<i

Notice that if ,ij is a maximal isotropie subspace from a different family
then both the cross-ratio and period v change sign.

Using this formula one can easyly prove that the integrals Va (Q, M)
can be expressed by the hyperlogarithms of order n. Using the fact that
hyperlogarithms of order 3 can be expressed by the classical trilogarithm
(see [G4]) we come to the expression of integrals va(Q, M) by means of
classieal trilogarithms and products of dilogarithm alld logarithms. See [Kl]
for another method of proving this result.

9.The category of mixed Tate motives over C. According to [BI],
[BD] it should be a tensor Q-category with a fixed invertible object Q(I)M
such that any simple object is isomorphie to Q(n)M := Q(l)tm mEZ
and these objects are mutually nonisomorphie.

(50)

(51)

Furhter, any object in this catcgory carries a canonical increasing finite
filtration (weight filtration), whose graded quotient of degree 2n is isomor
phie to a clirect sum of Q( -n)M's. Finally,

(52)

In complete analogy with the case of Hodge-Tate structures one can
define n-framed mixed Tate motives. Their equivalence classes form an
abelian grollp denoted An and A. := EBn;::oAn is equipped with a structure
of a commutative graded Hopf algebra. The categol'Y of mixed Tate motives
is canonically equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional graded A.
modules. This equivalenee sends Q(n)M to the trivial one-dimensional A.
comodule siting in degree n anel one has

(53)

Here the group in the right side is the degree n part of the graded vector
space H i (A., Q). Therefore according to axiom (52 ) one should have

(54)
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Each generator of S2n (C) defines an n-framed Hodge-Tate structure re
alised in cohomology of a (simplicial) a.lgebraic variety and therefore an
n-framed mixed Tate motive. Similar arguments providcs us with canonical
homomorphism of graded Hopf algebras

S(C). -----7 A.

Therefore should be canonical homolllorphisllls

(55)

(56)

One can compute the left siele as the cohomology of degree n part of the
cobar complex S·(n) for the graded Hopf algebra S(C).:

Sn(C) --+ ffii,+i:;l=nSi 1 (C)0Si:;l (C) --+ EBi 1+i:;l+i3 =n Si1 (C)i 1 0 S i'). (C)0Sis (C) --+ ...
(57)

Here the left group is placed at degreD 1 and the coboudary is of degree
+1. Therefore we arrive to the following

Conjecture 4.11 . a) There is canonical homomorphism

(58)

b) It is injective for i = 1

Problem 4.12 Wherethe1' it is t1'ue that homomorphism (58) is an isomor
phism?

Notice that (56) is an isomorphism if and only if (55) is an isomorphism.
I believe that (55) is at least injective; this provides the part b) of conjecture
4.11.

Theorem 4.13 Conjecture 4.11 valid fo1' n = 2
Let me deduce conjectures 2.4 and 2.7 from conjecture 4.11. Let us

represent Ofl'n as a complexification of Rpn . Then the cOlllplex conjugation
acts on (pn. Set

Theorem 4.14. a) There are canonical homonwrphisms

p(1l2n- 1) ,p~) (S2n(C) (9 Z(n))

p(s2n-l) ,p~) (S2n(C) (9 Z(n))+

(59)

(60)

b) They t1'nnsfo1'm Dehn invariant just to the comultiplication, p1'oviding
the following commutative diagram in hype1'bolic case
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D~_l
p(1/.2n-l) -----...... $p(1/.2k-l) ® p(S2(n-k)-1)

'l/J1i (k) ® 'l/Js (n - k)

and a similar diagram in the spherical Cflse.
c) The homomorphisms (59) , (60) provide the /ollowing homomorphisms

/rom the hyperbolical and spherical Dehn complexes (see (10)

1/J1i (n) : P1i (n) -t (S·(n) 0 Z(n))

'l/Js(n) : Ps(n) -----t (S·(n) ® ~(n))+

(61)

(62)

Proof. Follows frorn the definition of .6 and theorem 4.5a) The action of the
cornplex conjugation on the image of scissor congruence groups computed
easyly looking on the frarnes. Notice that homomorphisms 'lj;1i(n) and 7/Js(n)
are injective but certainly not isomorphisms unless for 1/;1i(n)

Combining this hornornorphisrns with conjectures 4.11a) and 4.11b) we
get conjecture 2.7 and conjecture 2.4 respectively.

10. The structure of the complexes S·(n) for n ~ 3.
Conjecture 4.15. There exi8ts canonical homomorphisms 0/ complexes

S2(C) -t C'0C'

~ S2 ~

B2(C) -----t A2C

and

83 (C) --+ c- 0 S2(C) ffi S2(C) 0 C --+ C'0C*0C

~ 83 ~ id 0 82 +82 0 id ~

B3 (C) -----t B2(C) 0 C ~ A3c-
which induce isomorphisms on homology modulo torsion.
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Here the group Bz(C) was introduced in 1.4 and the group B3 (C) is an
explicit version of the group 8 3 (C) from s.1.5, see [G2]. The differentials
in the B-complexes are defined by the formulas {x}z t----+ (1 - x) 1\ x and
{X}3 t----+ {x}z 0 x, {x}z 09 Y t----+ (1 - x) A x 1\ y. A similar results , of cource,
should be valid for any algebraicly clos€{1 field.

The most interesting problem here is a construction of an explicit ho
momorphisms 53 (C) ---t B3 (C) alld 5z(C) ---t 82 (C) which commutcs
with the differentials. I believe that these homomorphisms should have
a very beautyfull geometrical description. For example, the homomorphism
5z(C) ---t B2 (C) is easy to define for simplices whose vertices are on the
quadric Q. Namely, Q = Cpl X Cpl, so such a simplex is defined by a
4-tuple [(Xl, Yd, (X21 Y2), (X3, Y3), (X4, Y4)] of points of pI X pI. Its image in
8z(C) should be {r(xl1xZ,X3,X4)}Z - {r(xl,x2,X3,X4)}2.

The homomorphisms Sn (n = 2,3) will lead to explicit formulas for
volumes of noneuclidean simplices via classical di and trilogarithms (compare
with the work of R.Kellerhals [Kl]). More precisely, the composition

should coinside with the volume homomorphism. The kernel of the maps
82,83 should be equal to 5t{C) *5t{C) alld 51 (C) *52 (C).

11. A construction of an element in Ext~(Q(O)M,Q(n)M) corre
sponding to a hyperbolic (2n - 1)- nlanifold . Recall that a hyperbolic
manifold M2n-l produces an element s(M2n-l) E p(1i2n- l ) that is ob
tained by a decomposition of the manifold on geodesie simplices (see s.2.1).

Proposition 2.3 provides s(M2n-l) E I{erD~;l_1 and so thanks to the
orem 4.14b) its image 1Pn(s(M2n- 1

)) under homomorphism (61) belongs to
Kerß.

Thercfore according to theorem 4.8 t1le cOlllllltiplication v of the corre
sponding n-framed Hodge-Tate structure ho 7P1dn)(8(M2n-I)) is also O.

By the definition of the graded Hopf algebra 1i. one has h07P1l (n) (s( M2n-l)) E

?-in. Look at the cobar complex for the Hopf algebra 1l.:

1/.. ~ 1/.. 0 1/.. ---t ... (63)

The fact that the comultiplication v of ho 7P1{(n) (s(M2n- I )) is zerojust
means that ho 7/>1t(n)(s(M2n- I

)) is a l-cocycle in this complex.
Thercfore according to theorem 4.1 thc coholllology class of this l-cocycle

provides us an element of Ext1T(Q(OhiT,Q(nh-iT) that is by construction
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of algebraic-geometrical origin. So we have constructed a motivic extension
promised in s. 1.5.

12. Problem 2.7 has positive answer for n = 2.

Theorem 4.16([D],[DSl],[DPSJ) The sequences

are exact.
According to [Su 2] and [Sah 3] 1I3SL2(C) = [<;nd(C) modulo torsion.

Further, H2SL2(C) = /<2(C), gri [(2(C) = I<2(C) and gri]<3(C) =
/<;nd(C). Therefore the complex

(66)

computes ]<;nd(c)- modulo torsion allel /<2 (C)- .
Moreover, the complex (66) is just the "-" part of the following Bloch

complex [D]:

O{x}2:=(1-x)Ax (67)

(By Matsumoto theorem Cokero = [(2(C) a.nd according to [Su 2] and
[Sah 3] Kero = ]<;nd(c) modulo torsion.)

The construction of the map of com plexe.'3 is provided by the isomor
phisms P(1i.3 ) = P(ß1i.3 ) and 81i.3 = (]D I; thc coincidence of differentials is
not obvious and follows from calculations.

Finally, in [DPS] was given a rather involved construction (using the
Hopf map S3 --+ 8 2) of a homomorphism of thc spherical complex

(68)

to the "+" part of (67). It is not an isomorphism but induces isomorphisms
on cohomologies ([WS], [DPSJ).

13. A symplectic approach to the Hopf algebra S(C) •. Let W2n be a
symplectic vector space decomposed to a direct sum of Lagrangian subspaces
W2n = E EB F. Suppose also that coordinatc hyperplanes EI, ... , En in E
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are given. The sympleetie strueture provides an isomorphism F = E* and
therefore there are dual hyperplanes F1, "., Fn in F.

The subgroup of Sp(W2n ) preserving this data is an n-dimensional torus
Tn ( a maximal Cartan subgroup).

Let L~ be the manifold of all Lagrangian subspaces 11 E W2n in generic
position with respeet to coordinatc hyperplanes Ei EB F, E EB Fj. Eaeh of
them ean be considered as a graph of a map h : E ---+ Fand henee defines
abilinear form h E E* ® F*. The condition that H is isotropie just mcans
that h is symmetrie bilinear form.

Lemma 4.17. Points 0/ L~!Tn are in 1-1 correspondence with config
urations (i.e. projective equivalence classes) 01 pairs (Qj M) where Q is a

nondegenerate quadric and M is a simplex in generic position with resPect
to Q in P(E).

Proof. The coordinate hyperplanes EI, ... , En define a simplex in P(E).
The torus Tn is the subgroup of a11 transformations in GL(E) preserving
this simplex. Lemma 4.17 follows from these remarks.

5 Proof of the theorem 2.5

1. Same results on the t-structure on a triangulated category. Re
call that a t-structnre on a triangulated ca.tegory V is a pair of sn beategories
V$O ,V?1 satisfying the following conditions:

l)Homv(..Y" Y) =0 for all objects .x E ObV$O and Y E V?I.
2)For any .x E ObV there exists an exact triangle

with "-\""<0 E V$O and "-Y>1 E V?I.
3)1)'3;0 C V$1 and V~1 C V$O
Here v$a := V$O[-al, v?,a := V?'O[-a), v[a,b] := V$b n v?a and va :=

'D[ala].

The exact triangle in (2) is defined lIniquely up to an isomorphism and
depencls functorially on X. The subcategory Va is callcd the heart of a
t-structure. It is an abelian category ([BBDJ).

Let A and B be two sets of isomorphism classes of objects in V. Denote
by A *B the set of alt objects X in ObV which call be inclllded ioto an exact
triangle A ~ X~ ~ B ~ A[l] with A E A, BEB.

Lemma 5.1 (A *B) *C = A * (8 *C)
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Proof. Follows from the octahedron lemma., see [BBD).

Theorem 5.2 a)Let 1J be a triangulated Q-category and Q be a Jull semisim
pIe subcategory genemting 1J as a triangulated category. Suppose that Jor any
two objects Q1, Q2 E ObQ one has

i> 0 (69)

Then there is canonical t-strueture on 1J with the abe/ian heart M = UQ *
Q* ... * Q.

b) /J in addition H omb (Q 1, Q2) = 0 for i 2:: 2J then lhe tensor eategory
1J is equivalent to the derived category oJ M.

Theorem 5.3 Let 1J be a triangulated tenS07" Q-category and Q be a Jull
semisimpie subcategory genemted by non isomorphie objeets Q(m), mEZ
such that Q(1) is inverlible, Q(7n) = Q(1)0m

, and

Homb(Q(7n),Q(n)) = 0 iJ m > 11" H07nv(Q(O),Q(O)) = Q

Then the abelian heart M Jrom the theorem (5.2) is a tensor category. It is
equivalent to the tensor category 0/ finite dimensional representations 0/ a
certain Jree negatively graded (pro)-Lie algebm.

Let 1J be a triangulated category and M c 1J bc a ruIl su bcategory.

Theorem 5.4 M is a heart /01' the unique bounded l-structw'€ on 1J ij and
only if

i) M genereltes 1J as a triangulater/ category
ii) M is dosed with respect to extensions
iii) Homv(.X, Y[iJ) = 0 Jor any ..Y, Y E M, i< 0
iv) M * M[1] C M[1] *M

For the proof of this theorem see [BßD] or [P]. Let me scetch the con
struction of the t-structure on 1J. We will use the following

Lemma 5.5 Let

.x --+ Y ~ z -4 .IY[1]

be an exact triangle. Then f =0 iJ and only ij Y = .IY EB Z
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Proof. Let us show that f = 0 implies Y = )( ED Z. Thc composition

of the identity morphism Z ~ Z with f is zero, so one has a morphism
9 : Z --t Y making the following diagram commutative:

)(~Y--t Z ~ .,'([1]

'g t id /'= 0

z
So there is a morphism X ED Z --t ...Y. The universality property of this
morphism follows immediately from f = O.

Let v[a,b] be the minimal full subcategory ofV containing M[-i] for a :::;
i :::; band closed under extensions. The su beategories V 5ß and V~1 are de
fined similarly and satisfy 1) thanks to iii). Notice that 11omv (M, M [-iJ) =
o implies M '" M[i + 1] = M EB M[i + 1] far i > 0 by lemma 5.5. So
M '" M[n] C M[n] '" M for any n > O. Using ii) and lemma 5.1 we get
v[a,b] = M[-al '" M[-a -1] "' ... '" M[-b]. This proves 2). It remains to show
V~o nv~l C v[a,bJ. If ~'( = Ye '" Ye+1'" ... *Yd whcre Yi E M[-i] E v?:.a then
II om(Ye, ...Y) = 0 for c < a and so wo get [rom thc exact triangle

Ye --t X --+ Ye+1 * ... *Yd --+ Ye[l]

that Ye+1 '" ... '" Yd = ...Y EB YC[l]. Now H on~v(Ye[l], Ye+1 * ... '" Yd ) = 0 by iii)
and so Ye = O.

Proof of theorem5.2. a). Let us uso theorem 5.4. The properties i)-ii)
are obvious. iii) is easy to prove lIsing (69), so we havc to check ünly iv).
Using the associativity of * operation we see that one has to prove only that
Q1 '" Q2[1] C Qz[l] '" Ql for any two simple objccts in Q. One has

There are only two possibilities für f:
1. f is an isomorphisffij then X =O.
2. f = Oj then X = Ql EB Q2[1] by lemma 5.5.
Part b).

Proposition 5.6 a) Let V be a triangulated category and M be the heart
of a t-structure on V. Suppose that one has

Homb(~Y,Y)=O forany .,'{,YEObM, i>l (70)
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Then the category Db(M) is equivalent to the categary V.
b) 11 we suppose in addition that the triangulated category V is a subcate

gory 01 a derived category Db(N) lor same abelian category N, then Db(M)
is equivalent to V as a triangulated category.

Proof. Let iJ be the fuH sub~ategory of V whose objects are direct sums
ffiAi[-i] where Ai E V-i, i.e. H~(Ai) = 0 for j :j:. -i. There is a canonical
functor i : iJ o:....t V. Then (70) is a necessary and sufficient condition for
i to be an equivalence of triangulated categories. Indeed, let us show that
every object Y in V is isomorphie to i(X·) for some .X. We may suppose
Y E V[O,n] and will use induction by n. Consider the exact triangle

H~(Y) Ä Y ---+ C --7 11~(Y)[l]

provided by the canonical morphism I : H~ (Y) --7 Y. Then C E V[l,n]

and Ht(Y){l] E V-I, so it is easy to see that the morphism C -----+
Ht (Y)[l] must equal to 0 because H 0111,~2 are zero. Therefore Y = Ht(Y)E9
C by the lemma above.

Let HS show that Db(M) has cohomological dimension one, i.e.

Hom~b(M)(..Y" Y) =0 for any )(, Y E ObM l i > 1 (71)

Notice that for any .X, Y E M one has

Hom~b(M) (..-Y l Y) = Bxt\,. (..-Y l Y)

where Ext\,. (.X, Y) is the Yoneda Ext-groups in A1. Also fI ornb(X, Y) =
Ext}C·Y, V).

One has Ext~(X,Y) C Exti,(X, Y). Therefore Ext'i,(X·, Y) = 0 implies
Ext} ()(, Y) = O. Any element in ExC{ can be represented as a product
of certain elements from Ext~ and Ext}~-l. So if Ext~(X·, Y) = 0 for any

2 objects ..-Y, Y in M, then Ext\,.(X, Y) = 0 for all i ~ 2. So we have an
equivalence of the categories. Part b) is proved using [BBD]. The proposition
is proved.

The proof of the theorem (5.3) is rather standard. Olle shows that M
is a mixed Tate category (see [BD] or [Gl] for the definitions) thanks to the
conditions imposed on Horn's between Q(i)'s; then the Tannakian formalism
leads to the theorem (5.3) (see again [BD] or [GI]).

2. An application: the abelian category of mixed Tate motives
over a number field. I will work with the category VMF of triangulated
mixed motives over a field F from [V]. An object in VMp is a "complex" of
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regular (but not necessarily projective) varietics .IYl -----7 .IY2 -----7 •• , -----7 X n
where the morphisms are given by finite correspondcnces and the composi
tion of any two successive morphisms is ~ero,

A pair (I?n\Q, L) where Q is a nondegenerate quadric and L is a sim
plex provides an object m(Q, L) in 1JMF. Nalllcly, for an subset set I =
{jl < ... < jn-d of {O, 1, "'1 n} let L (!) := Lil n Li'J n ... n Lin-i be the
corresponding i-dimensional face of L alld LQ(I) := L(J)\(Q n L(I)). Let
LQ(i):= UIII=n-iLQ(J). Then m(Q,L):= 1101n(m(Q , L),Q) Here Hom is
the inner Horn in the category 1JM F anel

where the first group is sitting in degree 0 and the differentials decrease the
degree and given by the usual rules in the sirnplicial resolution.

There are the objects Q(n) E V;\Ap satisfying almost 0.11 the needed
properties including the relation with K-theory:

(72)

The forrnula above follows from the results of Bloch, Suslin and Voevodsky;
the key step is thc relation of Higher Chow groups anel algebraic K-theory
proved by Bloch (see [B13] and the rnoving lemma in [B14]). For the relation
between the Higher Chow groups and motivic cohomology (Le. the left hand
side in (72)) see {V], Proposition 4.2.9 (Higher Chow groups = BOTel-Moore
motivic homology) and {V], Proposition 4.3.7 (duality for smooth varieties).

The only seriotls problem is the Bcilinson-Soul6 vanishing conjecture
which should guarantee that the negative Ex/"s are zero. However if F is
a number field the vanishing conjecturc follows from thc results of Borel
and Beilinson ([B2], [B02]). So Hom;:\-f (Q, Q(n)) = 0 for aB i, n > O.
The category VAtf F is a su bcategory of the derived category of "sheaves
with transfers", see [V], so we may apply part b) of the proposition 5.6.
Therefore we can apply the "category machine" from s. 5.1 and get the
abelian category MT(F) of mixed Tate motives over a number field F with
all the needed properties. In particulary we have the Hopf algebra A.(F)
provided by the Tannakian formalism.

For any embedding a : F e.....t C there is thc realisation functor H u from
the abelian category of mixed motives over a number fjeld F to the abelian
category of mixed Bodge Tate structures:
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It follows from the Borel theorem (injectivity of the regulator map on !(2n-l (F)0
Q for number fields) that ffi(1H(1 induces an injective map on

ffi(1 H(1 : Ext~T(F)(Q(O),Q(n)) e....t ffi(1Ex/'~T(F)(Q(O),Q(n)) (73)

3. Proof of the theorem (2.5): the final step. The Badge realisa
tion provides a diagram

S(F). ~ S(F). 0 S(F).

Here the vertical arrows are embeddings because (73) is injective. This dia
gram is commutative thanks to the main results of the chapter 4 (especially
theorem 4.8).

Further, one has the diagram

S.(F) ~ S.(F) 0 S.(F)

A.(F) ~ A.(F) ® A.(F)

IJ
--t

where the composition of vertical arrows coincides with the corresponding
vertical arrow in the previous diagram. (Abusing notations we denoted the
comultiplication in the two different Hopf algebras by the same letter ~).

This, together with injectivity of vertical arrows in the bottom square of
the second diagram implies the commutativity of the upper square of that
diagram. Theorem (2.5) follows from the commutativity of the upper square
in the second diagrarn. Indeed, the kernel of the middle horisontal arrow
coincides with !(2n-l (F) ® Q and the Beilinson regulator comes from the
bottorn square of that diagrarn.
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